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Acronyms and Abbreviations  

AGC Automatic Gain Control 
ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit 
C/A Coarse/Acqusition Code 
C/N0 Carrier-to-Noise ratio [dB-Hz] 
C1 RINEX identifier for C/A code measurements (on L1) 
DCB Differential Code Bias 
DLL Delay-Locked Loop 
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt 
DSP Digital Signal Processor 
D1 RINEX identifier for Doppler measurements on L1 
D2 RINEX identifier for Doppler measurements on L2 
FLL Frequency-Locked Loop 
GPS Global Positioning System 
GSOC German Space Operations Center 
HEO Highly Elliptical Orbit 
L1 GPS frequency (1575.42 MHz) 
L2 GPS frequency (1227.60 MHz) 
L1 RINEX identifier for carrier phase measurements on L1 
L2 RINEX identifier for carrier phase measurements on L2 
LEO Low Earth Orbit 
n/a Not Available 
NovAtel Company Name 
NVM Non-Volatile Memory 
OEM4-G2 Product name 
PLL Phase-Locked Loop 
PPS Pulse-Per-Second 
PRN Pseudo-Random Noise 
P2 RINEX identifier for P code measurements on L2 
R/F Radio Frequency 
RINEX Receiver Independent Exchange Format 
RISC Reduced Instructiuon Set Computing 
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
TEC Total Electron Content 
TECU TEC unit (1016e-/m2) 
TTCC Time-To-Coarse-Clock 
TTFF Time-To-First-Fix 
VCTCXO Voltage-Controlled Temperature-Compensated Crystal Oscillator 
 
 
 



 

Scope 

This document describes the assessment of a NovAtel OEM4-G2 dual-frequency receiver 
concerning its suitability for GPS tracking in low Earth orbit applications. The tests are carried 
out in a signal simulator test bed building up on the generic concept for spaceborne GPS 
receiver testing of Montenbruck & Holt (2002). In addition a zero baseline test is used to in-
dependently characterize the measurement noise of the receiver. The report does not ad-
dress the capability of the receiver to cope with the environmental conditions (temperature, 
vacuum, radiation, etc.) encountered in a space application.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

The ever increasing resolution of optical and radar-based space sensors has resulted in a 
need for high-precision navigation in many satellite missions. Requirements for sub-meter 
orbit determination are difficult to meet with traditional ground-based tracking stations but are 
readily fulfilled by spaceborne GPS receivers.  
Most of the receivers currently in use onboard a spacecraft operate on only the L1 frequency. 
They are thus limited in accuracy by ionospheric path delays that can still be pronounced for 
satellites below a 600 km altitude. Dual-frequency measurements, in contrast, allow for a 
direct correction of ionospheric effects in the raw code and carrier data. Linear combinations 
(wide-lane, narrow-lane, Melbourne-Wübbena, etc.) of dual-frequency data are furthermore 
essential for integrity monitoring, cycle slip detection and ambiguity resolution that form the 
basis of precise absolute and relative carrier based positioning techniques as well as attitude 
determination.  
Presently, only one geodetic-grade dual-frequency GPS receiver (JPL’s TRSR-2 “BlackJack” 
receiver) has extensively been flown in space, while various European developments (SAAB 
Aerospace GRASS instrument, Laben Lagrange) are still waiting for their flight qualification. 
For micro-satellite missions, however, use of either of these receivers is severely constrained 
by their prohibitive cost (quoted at 1 Mio. $ and above).  
An interest has therefore been raised to employ commercial dual-frequency receivers for 
space applications. As a first step, the capability to properly acquire and track GPS signals 
under the increased signal dynamics of an orbiting spacecraft has to be verified. At an orbital 
speed of roughly 7.5 km/s Doppler shifts of up to 40 kHz may be encountered that far exceed 
the design specification for a terrestrial or aerospace GPS receiver. Likewise the receiver 
must be able to cope with much higher line-of-sight acceleration that amount to roughly 1 G 
for a receiver in low Earth orbit (LEO) but might even be much larger when tracking a 
boosted launch vehicle. The high-signal dynamics is of particular concern due the fact that 
geodetic receivers should employ tight tracking loop bandwidths in order to minimize the 
tracking noise. This might result in steady state tracking errors and, in extreme cases, a loss-
of-lock whenever the receiver is subject to increased acceleration or jerk. 
For the present study the NovAtel OEM4-G2 dual frequency receiver [1] has been selected, 
which is described in more detail in the subsequent section. The choice for this particular 
receiver brand and model is based on its geodetic grade tracking quality, a specified accel-
eration range (10 G) well above the required dynamics, the availability of an application pro-
gramming interface, and the fact that promising results have earlier been obtained in signal 
simulator tests [2] for LEO orbits with the NovAtel MiLLennium receiver, a direct precursor of 
the OEM4-G2. With permission of the Canadian government two receivers employed for the 
present tests have been cleared for operation outside the altitude (60000 feet ~ 20 km) and 
velocity (1000 knots ~ 500 m/s) limits imposed on commercial GPS receivers.  
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1.2 Receiver Description 

The OEM4-G2 (cf. Fig. 1.1, [1]) is a recent addition to NovAtel’s “GPSCard” series of high-
performance GPS receivers. It employs an Intel PXA250 [3] processor and an advanced MI-
NOS-4 DSP ASIC that supercedes the MINOS-3 [4] correlator chip employed in the MiLLe-
nium receiver series. The small form factor (85 x 125 x 16 mm), weight (80 g) and power 
consumption (2.3 W typical) make the receiver of particular interest for micro-satellite mis-
sions with intrinsically tight onboard resources.  
 

 

Fig. 1.1 OEM4-G2 receiver board ([1]) 

The “L1L2” version employed in this study offers a total of 24 tracking channels, each com-
prising an early-minus-late I/Q channel pair and a prompt I/Q channel pair. Twelve cannels 
(set A) are allocated for C/A-code tracking on the L1 frequency, whereas the second set (B) 
of twelve channels provides P-code tracking on the L2 frequency during normal tarcking op-
erations. In case of anti-spoofing a proprietary semi-codeless technique [5] is used to obtain 
P2 measurements from the encrypted Y-code without explicit knowledge of the encryption 
code. For C/A code tracking a narrow-correlator technique is used that notably reduces both 
tracking noise and multipath sensitivity of the receiver ([6], [7]). An enhanced multipath sup-
pression is furthermore achieved by a pulse aperture correlator (PAC). The tracking loops 
are designed to tolerate a specified peak acceleration of 10 G, which is well within the range 
of the envisaged LEO application. A maximum measurement update rate of 20 Hz is sup-
ported by the OEM4-G2 receiver. 
External interfaces include various serial ports (RS232, RS422, TTL) and a pulse-per-second 
(PPS) output with configurable period and polarity. Due to the use of an onboard switching 
regulator, the receiver can directly be connected to a wide range of supply voltages (4.5 to 
18.0 V DC). 
The Intel PXA250 processor (see [3] and references therein) employed in the OEM4-G2 re-
ceiver offers a low-power, high-performance 32-bit CPU with clock rates of 200 MHz and 
above. It supersedes the StrongARM processor, which has previously been employed in the 
NovAtel Millennium receivers but is no longer manufactured by Intel. The PXA250 processor 
is compliant with the ARM Architecture (v.5TE) instruction set and supports the ARM Thumb 
code compression technology. This results in notable (about 30%) memory savings com-
pared to traditional RISC technology. The use of a 0.18µ manufacturing process enables a 
high processor speed but must be considered sensitive to radiation induced damages when 
employed in space applications.  
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As a special feature, the OEM4-G2 offers a programming interface for adding user specific 
code. This opens the possibility to further adapt the receiver to the specific needs of space 
applications (e.g., acquisition aiding, orbit determination, relative navigation, etc.). In total, 
1 MB of code space and 3 MB of data space are available for software extensions. New ap-
plications can be developed in C/C++ and communicate with the core receiver software via 
virtual ports. They may comprise multiple tasks with different priorities. The typical processor 
idle time amounts to more than 40% for the standard OEM4-G2 receiver in dual frequency 
tracking mode. This leaves sufficient processing power for even advanced user applications.  
In standalone operations, the OEM4-G2 receiver employs an internal 20 MHz voltage con-
trolled, temperature-compensated crystal oscillator (VCTCXO) as its reference frequency. A 
clock filter estimates the instantaneous clock bias and clock bias rate from the navigation 
solution and steers the oscillator such as to drive both values to zero. By default a 0.03 Hz 
bandwidth is employed in the clock steering process [8].  
As part of its RANGE log message, the OEM4-G2 receiver provides C/A and P2 code meas-
urements, L1 and L2 carrier phase measurements, as well as D1 and D2 Doppler data. Fur-
thermore the carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0) is provided for both the L1 and L2 frequency. Unless 
selected otherwise, the code measurements are smoothed with a typical time scale of 100 s. 
If desired, the filtering can be deactivated (or at least be minimized) using the CSMOOTH 
command.  
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2. Initial Acquisition 
Being designed for terrestrial and airborne applications, the OEM-4-G2 receiver does not 
provide dedicated commands or operations modes for GPS tracking in a low Earth satellite 
orbit. Despite this apparent limitation, it turned out that the receiver is, nevertheless, well able 
to acquire and operate under such non-nominal signal conditions.  
To assist the initial acquisition an approximate initial time and position can be commanded 
with the SETAPPROXTIME and SETAPPROXPOS command. If a valid almanac is available, 
this information is used by the receiver to constrain the signal search to GPS satellites that 
are actually visible at the site of the user. It is not possible, however, to provide the receiver 
with an a priori estimate of the receiver velocity. This implies that the initial search is based 
on no (or even false) information on the Doppler shift, which often far exceeds the value en-
countered in terrestrial applications. As an alternative, the ASSIGN command may be used 
to manually allocate channels and to properly constrain the signal search to the expected 
Doppler interval.  
Supplementary to the above commands, an undocumented command message is available 
to upload an almanac to the receiver (C. Waller, priv. comm.). Its format is identical to the 
RAWALMA log message used in dumping an almanac and illustrated in the following listing. 
Proper execution is confirmed by the corresponding RAWALMR response message. 
#RAWALMA,COM1,0,84.5,SATTIME,1139,173574.000,004c0000,9d2b,1250;1139,475136.000, 
41,13,8baaa93847b44d0ed6741241fd6500a10cf120dd02053aeca8e804ff0004, …  
11,8baaa93881354b07ae74f144fd0700a10d16c94bd2aa2df4787f9f000014*fe694d03 
 
#RAWALMR,COM1,0,127.5,SATTIME,1139,173574.000,004c0000,ffff,1250;OK*944d1a26 

The initial acquisition performance was assessed in series a signal simulator tests for a polar 
low Earth orbit scenario (see [2] and Sect. 3.1 for further details). Even though a valid alma-
nac was stored in the non-volatile memory (NVM), this information remains essentially 
usused before the time and first navigation solution has been achieved. The tests are there-
fore representative of the OEM4-G2 cold-start performance in a LEO scenario.  
After power-up, the receiver took about 7 s to start operation and mostly locked to the C/A 
code of a first GPS satellite just a few seconds later. Following a successful frame lock and 
decoding of the frame header, the coarse time was generally available within about 40 s after 
boot (Table 1.1).  

Table 1.1 (Near-)cold start performance of OEM4-G2 receiver in standard LEO scenario. For different boot times 
with respect to the simulation start epoch, the table gives the number of simulated satellites, the time-to-coarse-
clock  (clock set from first decoded subframe of the navigation message) and the time-to-first-fix (3D navigation 
achieved). 

Case Boot Time Sats TTCC TTFF 
A 0:00:27 12 40s 73s 
B 0:13:00 11-12 37s 93s 
C 0:30:00 10 37s 57s 
D 0:40:00 8 38s 568s 
E 0:55:03 9 94s 204s 
F 1:04:00 9-10 37s 297s 
G 1:15:00 10-11 37s 369s 
H 1:24:00 10-11 37s 81s 
I 1:30:00 11-12 37s 231s 
J 1:36:01 11-12 66s 338s 
K 1:44:15 9-11 52s 78s 
L 1:51:50 10-11 47s 505s 

 
To speed up the subsequent search for other GPS satellites, the OEM4-G2 receiver allo-
cates the A and B channels to each scan half of the overall Doppler search space for a spe-
cific PRN. Once the L1 C/A code is locked, it is further tracked by the A channel and the B 
channel begins to track P(Y) code on the L2 frequency.  
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A 3D navigation fix (requiring 4 tracked satellites and successful decoding of the respective 
navigation messages) was achieved within 2-12 min. Once the position and velocity was 
know to the receiver, the remaining satellites were acquired within less than a minute, if a 
valid almanac was available in the non-volatile memory (NVM). Otherwise, the acquisition of 
the full GPS constellation could take at most 12.5 more minutes.  
In view of the safe autonomous acquisition performance, no immediate need for a forced 
channel assignment arose and some early tests with manual assignments were discontin-
ued. However, the ASSIGN command is still considered to be of value in an embedded envi-
ronment (thus avoiding the high latency of manual commanding), or for e.g. HEO tracking.  
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3. Standard Receiver Test 

This chapter describes the OEM4-G2 receiver validation carried out in accord with the ge-
neric test concept for spaceborne GPS receivers of Montenbruck & Holt [9]. To assess the 
tracking performance of a spaceborne GPS receiver, artificial GPS signals are generated 
which closely match the signals received by a spacecraft in low Earth orbit. The raw meas-
urements and the navigation solution obtained by the receiver may then be compared 
against the simulated values. Other than a ground based testing with a roof antenna, the use 
of a signal simulator provides a realistic signal dynamics including high Doppler shifts and 
line-of-sight accelerations. 
The simulation is configured for a spacecraft orbiting the Earth in a near polar-orbit of 450 km 
altitude, 87° inclination, and an eccentricity of 0.005. The epoch, which coincides which the 
ascending crossing of the equator, is chosen as 6 Nov. 2001, 0:00 GPS Time, i.e. the begin-
ning of day 2 of GPS week 1139. Consistent with this epoch the GPS constellation is mod-
eled based on the actual GPS almanac for week 1138. Typically, all relevant test data can be 
collected in a simulation run of two hours. 
The OEM4-G2 tests cover the analysis of the navigation accuracy without ephemeris and 
ionospheric errors (Test A), the clock characterization (Test B) as well as the raw measure-
ment accuracy assessment (Test D). Where applicable, the standard tests have been ex-
tended and adapted to the specific characteristics of the dual frequency receiver.  

3.1 Test Configuration 

A summary of the employed test hardware and software is given in Table 3.1. All tests were 
conducted at the Radio Navigation Lab of ESA/ESTEC in Noordwijk, Netherlands. 

Table 3.1 Hard- and software configuration used in the OEM4 receiver tests 

Item Description 
GPS receiver NovAtel OEM4-G2  

S/N SVA03130090  
S/W version 2.101 / RT2H 

Signal simulator Spirent STR4760 unit #2007 (ESA/ESTEC); 
12 channels L1 (C/A+Pseudo-Y) & L2 (Pseudo-Y)  
Default signal power setting +14dB 

 
To test the dual frequency tracking under realistic conditions, the simulator was configured 
for Pseudo-Y-code generation and the Anti-Spoofing (A/S) flag (bit 19 of handover word) was 
activated in the navigation messages of all simulated satellites. 
The signal level of the GPS signal simulator has been set to +14dB (referred to the GPS 
specified guaranteed signal strength of –130 dBm for L1CA, -133dBm for L1P(Y) and –
136dBm for L2P(Y) [10]). This results in C/A code carrier-to-noise ratios (C/N0) of about 38-
48 dB-Hz and P2 code C/N0 values of about 31-43 dB-Hz roughly matching those obtained 
with standard ground based antennas. 
Tests with a Starlink L1/L2 amplifier showed an only moderate (ca. 4dB) C/N0 improvement 
despite its +20 dB amplification. It was therefore decided not to employ a preamplifier but 
connect the receiver directly to the simulator and raise the power level as described above. 
Obviously the automatic gain control (AGC) employed in the OEM4 receiver is able to ac-
commodate a wide range of signal levels and might even allow operation with passive an-
tennas. 
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By default the OEM4 receiver performs a carrier phase smoothing of C/A and P2 code meas-
urements with a representative time constant of 100 s. For an assessment of the raw code 
measurement noise, reduced smoothing times of 2 s and 5 s have therefore been selected1.  
The tracking loops have been operated with the default dynamics settings (DYNAMICS AIR). 
Experiments conducted with the LAND dynamics parameter did not show any noticable 
changes in the either the tracking stability or the resulting measurement noise. 

                                                 
1 These values represents the minimum smoother time scales that can be selected with the CSMOOTH command 
of the OEM4 receiver for C/A and P2 code, respectively.  
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3.2 Navigation Accuracy 

The Cartesian navigation solution computed by the OEM4-G2 receiver is provided as part of 
the BESTXYZ log message2. Its accuracy in the absence of intentional ephemeris errors or 
ionospheric delays (Test A) is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 based on a comparison with the simu-
lated reference trajectory. To ease the interpretation, the results are presented in a reference 
frame aligned with the radial, along-track and cross-track direction.  
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Fig. 3.1 OEM-4 navigation accuracy (BESTPOSXYZ) in the absence of ephemeris and ionospheric errors  

Evidently the position solution exhibits pronounced systematic errors that far exceeded the 
measurement induced noise level. These errors are most obvious in the radial component, 
which shows an average bias of about –13 m. From the characteristic signature of the posi-
tion errors it is suspected that the receiver applies a tropospheric range correction, even 
though the GPS signal at orbital altitudes are completely unaffected by this type of delay. 
This is compatible with the fact that the Hopfield model mentioned in the OEM4-G2 User 
Manual [8] does not involve an altitude dependent refractivity model and is therefore unsuited 
for non-terrestrial applications.  
The velocity solution is accurate to roughly 7 cm/s which essentially reflects the underlying 
noise level of the range-rate measurements. A small bias of –5 cm may, however, be noted 
in the radial component (cf. Table 3.2). Given the constant radial acceleration of about –
10 m/s2 experienced by a LEO satellite, this error may best be understood by assuming that 
the time tag of the velocity solution is too low by roughly 5 ms. Offline computations of single 
point velocity solutions exhibit a similar radial bias, which suggests that the problem is actu-
ally due to invalid Doppler measurement time tags. As shown in the analysis of raw meas-
urements (Sect. 3.4), the Doppler measurements exhibit a more complex error pattern, how-
ever, and the supposed timing error is at best an approximation of the average effect on the 
velocity solution. 
                                                 
2 A velocity latency of 0.15s indicated in field 19 of the BESTXYZ message was found to be incompatible with the 
actual data and ignored in the analysis. 
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Table 3.2 OEM-4 navigation solution accuracy in the absence of ephemeris and ionospheric errors (Test A, 5° 
elevation limit). For comparison, both the receiver internal navigation solution (provided in the BESTXYZ log) and 
offline single point navigation solutions (based on un-/smoothed pseudoranges, Doppler measurements and car-
rier based range rates) are provided. 

Solution Radial Along-track Cross-track Position (3D rms) 
BESTXYZ -12.74 ± 4.48 m +0.25 ± 1.65 m +0.29 ± 1.21 m 13.67 m 
Offline (C/A, unsmoothed)  -0.06 ± 0.60 m -0.02 ± 0.25 m +0.03 ± 0.23 m   0.70 m 
Offline (C/A, smoothed) -0.07 ± 0.18 m -0.02 ± 0.06 m +0.03 ± 0.05 m   0.21 m 
Solution Radial Along-track Cross-track Velocity (3D rms) 
BESTXYZ -0.05 ± 0.04 m/s -0.00 ± 0.02 m/s -0.00 ± 0.02 m/s 0.07 m/s 
Offline (D1) -0.04 ± 0.05 m/s -0.00 ± 0.02 m/s -0.00 ± 0.02 m/s 0.07 m/s 
Offline (L1, 1s, 2nd order) +0.00 ± 0.02 m/s +0.00 ± 0.01 m/s -0.00 ± 0.01 m/s 0.02 m/s 

 
For further comparison, offline single point navigation solutions have been computed from 
the raw code (C/A), carrier (L1) and phase (D1) measurements collected in the same simula-
tion at a 1 Hz data rate. The results collated in Table 3.2 provide clear evidence that the de-
graded positioning accuracy of the OEM4-G2 receiver is caused by an improper handling of 
the raw pseudoranges, which are themselves of good quality. Vice versa, it may be recog-
nized that the systematic radial velocity offset is caused by errors in the Doppler measure-
ments. It can be avoided by use of carrier phase based range rates, which also reduces the 
overall noise level of the velocity solution.  
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3.3 Clock Characteristics 

For an assessment of the OEM4-G2 clock characteristics, single point navigation solutions 
have been computed offline from raw C/A pseudorange and L1 carrier phase measurements 
(Test B). To minimize the noise of the resulting solutions, the raw pseudoranges have been 
carrier phase smoothed and range-rates were obtained from a second order polynomial fit of 
consecutive carrier phase measurements. Along with the position and velocity at each ep-
och, the single point navigation solutions yields the instantaneous clock offset and clock rate, 
which can then be compared with the expected behavior.  
As mentioned previously, the OEM4-G2 receiver continuously steers the frequency of its 
internal VCTCXO such as to drive the difference between the receiver time and the GPS 
time to zero. The default bandwidth of the control steering process is specified as 0.03 Hz for 
the internal oscillator and 0.001 Hz for external clocks. An estimate of the instantaneous 
clock offsets is derived as part of the navigation solution and provided in the TIME and 
CLOCKMODEL logs.  
A comparison of the receiver estimated clock offsets and the true offset is given in Fig. 3.2. 
The clock steering process obviously controls the clock error within a band of about ±50 ns, 
which corresponds to a maximum pseudorange bias of ±15 m. The actual clock error is lar-
ger, though, in the present case, since the navigation solution is systematically degraded by 
the improper application of ionospheric range corrections.  
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Fig. 3.2 OEM4-G2 clock error as determined by the receiver (top) and by post-processing of smoothed pseudo-
range measurements (center). The bottom plot shows the difference between both clock solutions. 

In view of the tight clock control provided by the OEM4-G2 receiver, the time tags of all 
measurements do not require explicit clock corrections, but can be considered to refer to 
GPS time “as is”. Even at an orbital velocity of 7.5 km/s the position of the GPS receiver 
changes by less than 1 mm over a 100 ns interval, which is well below the typical measure-
ment noise.  
The oscillator frequency (mapped to L1) differs from the nominal value by about 1 Hz rms, 
with peak offsets of at most 15 Hz (cf. Fig. 3.3). 
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Fig. 3.3 OEM4-G2 oscillator error (at L1 frequency) as determined from a post-processing of carrier phase based 
range rate measurements (top). The bottom plot shows an expanded view over a 500 s data arc. 
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3.4 Raw Measurements Accuracy 

The raw measurement accuracy of the OEM4-G2 has been assessed using Test D of [9]. It 
is based on double-differences between observed and simulated data on selected PRN 
pairs. After collecting the raw measurements over a two hour data arc, modeled pseudo-
ranges and range rates are computed based on the simulated spacecraft trajectory and the 
known GPS constellation almanac. These are subtracted from the measurements to remove 
the varying geometry between the receiver and the GPS satellites from the data (cf. Fig. 3.4). 

Observation (A)

Computed (A)

D(O-C)

O-C (A) O-C (B)

Observation (B)

Computed (B)

Geometry free;
oscillator error 
dominates

Geometry & oscillator error free;
Noise & channel specific errors

– +

+–

+ –

 

Fig. 3.4 Data analysis concept for assessment of raw data quality from measured and simulated pseudorange, 
carrier phase or Doppler data 

The result is essentially the sum of receiver clock errors (δt, δf), as well as measurement 
noise and tracking loop related errors (εi). To further eliminate the dominating clock terms, 
differences of two channels (A & B) are subsequently formed. Ideally, this results in a zero 
mean, white noise sequence with a variance equal to the sum of the noise variance of the 
individual channels. For two channels with similar signal-to-noise (SNR) ratios, the noise er-
rors are expected to be of equal size and the r.m.s noise of the inter-channel difference is 
just 2  times as large as that of the undifferenced measurements. Other than in a zero-
baseline test only one receiver is required and systematic errors (related to e.g. the signal 
dynamics) can be revealed instead of being cancelled between receivers.  
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Fig. 3.5 Systematic errors of OEM4-G2 carrier phase measurements on L1 and L2 prior to correction of time tags 
(case D4, PRN 21-28) 
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Upon executing the test for the OEM4-G2 receiver, a systematic carrier phase error in pro-
portion to the  line-of-sight velocity difference between the two GPS satellites became obvi-
ous. Peak values of about 10 mm on L1 and 30 mm on L2 were e.g. observed for the PRN 
21-28 pair (cf. Fig. 3.5). These errors could readily be interpreted as a timing error and re-
moved by a correction of the respective measurement time tags. For L1 phase observations 
a shift of –1.0±0.1 µs was applied (yielding a corrected measurement time of e.g. 0.999999 s 
instead of 1.0 s), while an epoch shift of –3.1±0.1 µs was required for the L2 data.  
Even though it appears plausible to directly attribute these biases to the receiver hardware3 it 
must be emphasized that the quoted values have been determined relative to the GPS sig-
nals generated by the STR4760 simulator. This might itself be subject to timing offsets be-
yond the user control. Despite the lack of an absolute calibration standard the bias values 
determined in the signal simulator test can in any case be used to determine the relative tim-
ing of measurements between different receiver types. This is of particular relevance when 
mixed receiver types are used for relative navigation applications (e.g. rendezvous and dock-
ing or formation flying) of spacecraft in low Earth orbit.  
Results of Test D after application of the aforementioned L1 and L2 timing biases are col-
lated in Table 3.3. For both frequencies the unsmoothed4 pseudorange measurements are 
typically accurate to 0.3 m, carrier phase measurements have r.m.s. errors of 0.7-1.5 mm 
and the range-rate measurements are accurate to about 3 cm/s. The carrier phase smoothed 
pseudoranges exhibit a noise level of 0.03-0.07 cm. 
Aside from the default signal level, the various test cases have been executed for both in-
creased (+4dB) and decreased (-3dB) simulator output power settings. As expected for track-
ing loops with fixed bandwidth (i.e., with a properly normalized discriminator) the quality of 
the code, carrier phase and Doppler measurements increase with the applied signal level. A 
more detailed analysis of the measurement noise as a function of C/N0 is given in Sect. 4.2 
of this report. 
Supplementary to the standard test configuration described in Table 3.1, Test D has also 
been performed for the LEO_ION scenario, which models ionospheric group delays and 
phase advances for a constant vertical electron content of 20·1016 e-/m2. The results collated 
in Table 3.4 do not indicate any change in noise level with respect to the ionosphere free 
simulation. 
Sample plots of double differences between individual channels are shown in Figs. 3.6 and 
3.7 for nominal signal levels and corrected time tags (ionosphere free simulation). While case 
1 (PRN 2-28, cf. Fig. 3.6) illustrates a situation in which the signals from both satellites are 
affected by an almost identical dynamics, maximum relative accelerations of ±1 G and range 
rate differences of up to 10 km/s are encountered in case 4 (PRN 2-28, Fig. 3.7). 
 

                                                 
3 Similar offsets (though of different size) have earlier been observed in DLR’s GPS Orion receiver [9] but hence-
forth been corrected in the receiver software. 
4 The term “unsmoothed” is used throughout this chapter to denote pseudorange measurements that have been 
obtained with the minimum smoothing intervals (2s for C1 and 5s for P2) permitted by the CSMOOTH command 
in the present receiver version. The slightly longer interval for P2 pseudoranges reflects itself in a higher lag-one 
autocorrelation coefficient (approx. 0.4-0.5) compared to that of the C1 measurements (approx. 0.2-0.3).  
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Table 3.3 Standard deviation of OEM4-G2 (2.101/RT2H) raw data obtained from Test D. The individual data 
types are labeled by their adopted RINEX identifiers (C1,P2=pseudorange; L1,L2=carrier phase; D1,D2=Doppler). 
For the nominal signal level the accuracies of both unsmoothed and smoothed pseudoranges is provided. Phase 
measurements on L1 and L2 have been corrected for timing biases of –1.0 µs and –3.1 µs, respectively (see text 
for further explanation). 

Signal 
level 

# PRN Interval C1 L1 D1 P2 L2 D2 

Normal 1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 0.24/0.03 m 0.77 mm 0.02 m/s 0.21/0.03 m 0.97 mm 0.02 m/s 
 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 0.25/0.04 m 0.84 mm 0.02 m/s 0.26/0.06 m 1.06 mm 0.02 m/s 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.29/0.04 m 0.90 mm 0.03 m/s 0.31/0.06 m 1.29 mm 0.03 m/s 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 0.28/0.04 m 0.98 mm 0.03 m/s 0.30/0.03 m 1.34 mm 0.03 m/s 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 0.28/0.03 m 0.92 mm 0.03 m/s 0.28/0.05 m 1.23 mm 0.03 m/s 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 0.31/0.05 m 1.02 mm 0.04 m/s 0.33/0.07 m 1.42 mm 0.05 m/s 
High  1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 0.14 m 0.59 mm 0.02 m/s 0.09 m 0.65 mm 0.02 m/s 
(+4dB) 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 0.15 m 0.62 mm 0.02 m/s 0.11 m 0.70 mm 0.02 m/s 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.17 m 0.76 mm 0.02 m/s 0.13 m 0.85 mm 0.02 m/s 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 0.16 m 0.73 mm 0.03 m/s 0.12 m 0.81 mm 0.03 m/s 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 0.17 m 0.69 mm 0.02 m/s 0.13 m 0.81 mm 0.02 m/s 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 0.18 m 0.76 mm 0.05 m/s 0.15 m 0.86 mm 0.05 m/s 
Low  1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 0.30 m 0.93 mm 0.02 m/s 0.38 m 1.34 mm 0.02 m/s 
(-3dB) 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 0.32 m 1.02 mm 0.02 m/s 0.46 m 1.60 mm 0.02 m/s 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.37 m 1.18 mm 0.03 m/s 0.58 m 1.83 mm 0.03 m/s 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 0.36 m 1.10 mm 0.03 m/s 0.57 m 1.83 mm 0.03 m/s 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 0.38 m 1.13 mm 0.03 m/s 0.60 m 1.90 mm 0.03 m/s 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 0.40 m 1.22 mm 0.04 m/s 0.66 m 2.09 mm 0.04 m/s 

 

Table 3.4 Standard deviation of OEM4-G2 (2.101/RT2H) unsmoothed raw data obtained from Test D in the pres-
ence of ionospheric media effects (20 TECU constant vertical TEC). Phase measurements on L1 and L2 have 
been corrected for timing biases of –1.0 µs and –3.1 µs, respectively. 

Signal 
level 

# PRN Interval C1 L1 D1 P2 L2 D2 

Normal 1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 0.22 m 0.76 mm 0.02 m/s n/a n/a n/a 
 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 0.24 m 0.81 mm 0.02 m/s 0.24 m 0.99 mm 0.02 m/s 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.28 m 0.96 mm 0.03 m/s 0.28 m 1.35 mm 0.03 m/s 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 0.26 m 0.94 mm 0.03 m/s 0.26 m 1.41 mm 0.03 m/s 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 0.28 m 0.92 mm 0.03 m/s 0.28 m 1.60 mm 0.03 m/s 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 0.29 m 0.97 mm 0.05 m/s 0.29 m 1.29 mm 0.05 m/s 
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Fig. 3.6 Double differences (PRN 2-28, observed-modeled) of OEM4-G2 measurements obtained in Test D1 (low 
relative dynamics) at nominal signal level (C1,P2=pseudorange, L1,L2=carrier phase, D1,D2=Doppler) 

The C/A and P2 code measurements are essentially free of any systematic errors both in test 
cases with low (PRN 2-28) and high (PRN 21-28) relative signal dynamics. This is likewise 
true for the respective carrier phase measurements after applying the timing offset discussed 
above.  
On the other hand, notable systematic variations are obvious in the Doppler measurements. 
At an amplitude of about ±5 cm/s these errors clearly exceed the short term measurement 
noise. Since similar errors do not show up in tests of other GPS receivers for space applica-
tions (cf. [9]), the STR4760 signal simulator can be excluded as a possible source of these 
problems. As had already been indicated by the systematic radial velocity error (ca. -5 cm/s) 
in the navigation solution (cf. Sect. 3.2), the Doppler measurements are suspect to exhibit an 
average 5 ms timing error. Other than for the carrier phase measurements, the actual meas-
urement time of the Doppler data is larger than the specified time tag (i.e., 0.05 s instead of 
0.00 s). However, it is evident from the more irregular variations and short term jitter that the 
Doppler errors cannot fully be removed (albeit reduced) by application of a timing bias. No 
attempt has therefore been made in this analysis to correct the measurements and all results 
given above refer to the unmodified raw Doppler data. Finally, it may be noted that the dou-
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ble difference errors of the D1 and D2 based range rates are virtually identical. This is further 
substantiated in a discussion of measurement correlations provided in Sect. 3.5.  
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Fig. 3.7 Double differences (PRN 21-28, observed-modeled) of OEM4-G2 measurements obtained in Test D4 
(high relative dynamics) at nominal signal level (C1,P2=pseudorange, L1,L2=carrier phase, D1,D2=Doppler) 

Overall, the test confirms the proper function of the code and carrier tracking loops of the 
OEM4-G2 receiver at the signal dynamics encountered by a GPS receiver in low Earth orbit. 
No line-of-sight acceleration dependent steady state errors could be identified in the carrier 
phase measurements, which demonstrates that the employed phase-locked loop is at least 
of third order. This suggests that the receiver can stand even much higher accelerations than 
1 G and is only sensitive to jerk, i.e., rapid acceleration changes. The timing offsets of the 
carrier phase measurements exceed the measurement noise level and should therefore be 
corrected in a post processing to achieve consistency in differential navigation applications 
with other receiver types. No obvious interpretation is presently available for the systematic 
Doppler tracking error and further tests will be required to assess the cause of this problem.  
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3.5 Interfrequency Biases and Correlations 

Further to the analysis of the raw data measurement noise presented in the previous section, 
correlations and interfrequency biases have been assessed using the same data sets.  
A potential correlation between measurements collected on the L1 and L2 frequency can 
readily be identified by comparing the standard deviation of the difference between both 
measurements with the root-mean-square of the individual standard deviations. Thus,  

2
C1

2
P2

C1P2C1),P2(
σσ

σ

+
= −S  (3.1) 

provides a simple measure for the statistical independence of P2 and C1 code observations. 
For uncorrelated measurements, S is expected to be equal to one, whereas smaller values 
indicate an increased correlation.  

Table 3.5 Inter-frequency correlations of OEM4-G2 (2.101/RT2H) raw measurements. Phase measurements on 
L1 and L2 have been corrected for timing biases of –1.0 µs and –3.1 µs, respectively.  

Signal level # PRN Interval S(P2,C1) S(L2,L1) S(D2,D1) 
Normal 1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 1.00 0.46 0.03 
 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 1.00 0.50 0.20 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.99 0.52 0.00 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 1.00 0.53 0.01 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 1.01 0.53 0.01 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 1.02 0.54 0.33 

 
Sample results for the interfrequency correlation of OEM4-G2 raw measurements are col-
lated in Table 3.5. While P2 and C1 pseudoranges are evidently independent observations, 
the L2-L1 phase difference exhibits only half the noise level expected for uncorrelated carrier 
phase measurements. This (partial) correlation is of practical relevance when forming the 
ionosphere-free linear combination  

L12 = 2.546·L1 – 1.546·L2 (3.2) 
of dual-frequency carrier phase measurements in precise navigation applications. While the 
noise of L12 is expected to be about three times larger than that of each independent single-
frequency measurement, the observed correlation of OEM4-G2 phase data suggests a more 
favorable noise level of the ionosphere-free linear combination for this particular receiver. In 
fact, the L12 measurements obtained from the OEM4-G2 raw data were found to exhibit av-
erage noise values of only 1.5 to 2 times the L1 noise. 
An almost full correlation can be observed for Doppler data obtained on the L1 and L2 fre-
quency, which is also obvious from the respective graphs in Fig. 3.6 and 3.7. In most cases 
the D2-D1 noise level amounts to less than a mm/s, which is at least an order of magnitude 
lower than that of the D1 and D2 measurements themselves. 

Table 3.6 Inter-frequency biases (P2-C1) of OEM4-G2 (2.101/RT2H) code measurements (see text). 

Signal level # PRN Interval Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 
Normal 1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] -0.16 m -0.16 m n.a. 
 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] +0.25 m +0.24 m +0.25 m 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] -0.03 m -0.01 m -0.09 m 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] +0.05 m +0.15 m -0.01 m 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] -0.10 m -0.08 m -0.07 m 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] -0.28 m -0.30 m -0.33 m 
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Further to the noise level of the interfrequency measurement differences, an effort has been 
made to determine the P2-C1differential code bias (DCB) of the OEM4-G2 receiver from the 
collected data sets. As shown in Table 3.6 for various PRN pairs, time intervals and test 
runs, the observed biases are comparatively small and amount to less than 1/3 m in all 
cases. Both Test 1 and Tests 2 were conducted in a ionosphere-free simulation but with dif-
ferent receivers (S/N SVA03130090, S/N SVA03130070). Test 3, in contrast, was conducted 
with the same receiver as Test 1 but with ionospheric path delays activated (VTEC = 
20 TECU).  
In view of the scatter for different channel combinations and the high degree of repetitiveness 
between simulations it remains unclear at present, to which extent uncalibrated line biases 
inside the employed GPS signal simulator are responsible for part or all of the observed DCB 
values. The data presented in Table 3.6 may therefore be considered as an upper limit of the 
actual interfrequency code biases inside the OEM4-G2 receiver. 
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3.6 Carrier Phase Smoothing 

Supplementary to the analysis of the unsmoothed pseudoranges given in the Sect. 3.4, the 
quality of the carrier phase smoothing is illustrated in Fig. 3.8 for the default smoothing time 
scale of 100 s (C/A and P code) and the ionosphere-free simulation scenario.  
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Fig. 3.8 Observed-minus-modeled double differences (PRN 2-28) of raw and 100 s smoothed OEM4-G2 pseudo-
range measurements as obtained in Test D1 (low relative dynamics) at nominal signal level. 

The graphs illustrate the notable noise reduction that can be achieved by the smoothing 
process. Once the filter has converged (i.e., about 100 s after start of track) the errors of the 
smoothed measurement are typically confined to less than 0.10 m even at low elevations 
with unfavorable signal levels. As shown in Table 3.3, the standard deviation of smoothed 
pseudorange measurements is generally less than 5 cm in accord with the general receiver 
specification [1]. 
Unfortunately, however, a dramatic degradation of the smoothed measurements can be ob-
served in the presence of ionospheric path delays that vary more rapidly than in a terrestrial 
environment. This is illustrated in Figs. 3.9 (C/A code) and 3.10 (P2 code) that show the ac-
curacy of observed-minus-modeled double differences for test case D4 using various 
smoother time scales.  
As expected, the short term noise decreases with increasing smoother time scale and is vir-
tually indiscernible for 100 s smoothing. On the other hand, systematic errors start to build up 
as the smoothing interval is increased. At the receiver default (100 s smoothing), the C/A 
code errors achieve peak value of about 1.3 m or 40% of the simulated vertical path delay 
Fig. 3.9). Clearly, this value is unacceptably large and in no way justified by the associated 
noise reduction. The situation is even worse for P2 measurements, where errors of up to 5 m 
(roughly equal to the vertical path delay on L2) are encountered (Fig. 3.10).  
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The observed systematic errors clearly show that the smoothed code measurements are 
notably affected by the code-carrier divergence in a low Earth orbit application. Other than in 
terrestrial applications, ionospheric path delays may vary by several meters during the 100 s 
default smoothing interval, which results in systematic errors of the smoothed measure-
ments.  
Evidently the OEM4-G2 receiver does not make full use of the dual-frequency carrier phase 
measurements to measure the change in ionospheric path delay between epochs and thus 
perform a smoothing that is insensitive to ionospheric effects. Surprisingly, however, the 
smoothing errors of C/A and P2 code measurements are strikingly different from each other 
and do not scale with the size of the ionospheric path delays on L1 and L2. While the P2 code 
errors are roughly proportional to the rate of change of the ionospheric path delay, dI/dt, the 
variation of the C/A code errors more closely resembles the 2nd order time derivative d2I/dt2.  
Even though the very nature of the smoothing errors remains to a large extent unexplained, it 
is obvious that smoothing should ideally be deactivated or at least not exceed a maximum of 
about 10 s for a receiver onboard a low Earth orbiting satellite. 
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Fig. 3.9 Observed-minus-modeled double differences of OEM4-G2 C/A code pseudoranges (test case D4, PRN 
21-28) for smoothing intervals of 2s (minimum), 10s, 30s, and 100s. For comparison, the bottom graph shows the 
relative ionospheric path delay on the L1 frequency. The ionosphere was modeled as having a constant vertical 
electron content of 20 TEC units, corresponding to a vertical path delay of 3.2m. 
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Fig. 3.10 Observed-minus-modeled double differences of OEM4-G2 P2 pseudoranges (test case D4, PRN 21-28) 
for smoothing intervals of 5s (minimum), 10s, 30s, and 100s. For comparison, the bottom graph shows the rela-
tive ionospheric path delay on the L2 frequency. The ionosphere was modeled as having a constant vertical elec-
tron content of 20 TEC units, corresponding to a vertical path delay of 5.3m. 
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4. Zero-Baseline Test 
In addition to the single receiver test described in Chap. 3, the raw measurement accuracy of 
the OEM4-G2 receiver has also been assessed in a traditional zero-baseline test. This test is 
insensitive to systematic errors that are common to both receivers and cancel upon forming 
the double differences. The zero-baseline test is well suited to determine the noise level of 
the pseudorange, carrier phase and Doppler measurements as a function of the signal-to-
noise ratio.  
 

4.1 Test Concept and Configuration 

For the zero baseline test, two OEM4-G2 receivers were each connected to a common R/F 
outlet of the signal simulator via a power splitter. The simulated scenario refers to a polar low 
Earth orbit and matches the error free test case described in [9]. In order to compensate for 
the loss in signal level introduced by the power splitter, the signal simulator output power was 
raised by +3dB over the value used in other OEM4-G2 tests. 

 
Fig. 4.1 Test setup for OEM4-G2 zero baseline test at ESA/ESTEC Radio Navigation Lab 

The test was conducted at the Radio Navigation Lab of ESA/ESTEC in Noordwijk, Nether-
lands (Fig. 4.1). A summary of the employed test hardware and software is given in Ta-
ble 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Hard- and software configuration used in the zero-baseline test of the Orion receiver 

Item Description 
GPS receivers NovAtel OEM4-G2  

S/N SVA03130090, SVA03130070  
S/W version 2.101 / RT2H 

Preamplifier  None 
Power splitter M/A Com PN2089-6201-00  
Signal simulator Spirent STR4760 unit #2007 (ESA/ESTEC); 

12 channels L1 (C/A+Y) & L2 (Y)  
Scenario DLR_LEO_NOERR 
Default signal power setting +17dB 

 
As in the raw data tests described in the previous chapter, carrier phase smoothing was dis-
abled (to the extent possible) using the CSMOOTH 2 5 command and the receiver was con-
figured for AIR dynamics. 
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4.2 Noise Analysis 

Measurements were collected from both receivers over a two hours interval and used to form 
double differences between tracked GPS satellites and receivers. The noise of pseudorange, 
carrier phase and Doppler measurements was then determined as one half of the standard 
deviation of the respective double differences over intervals of ±40 s.  
Average noise values of code (unsmoothed), carrier and Doppler measurements on both 
frequencies are collated in Table 4.1 for various PRN combinations and data arcs. The re-
sults match those obtained with the standard receiver test in Sect. 3.4, with the exception of 
carrier phase noise. Here, the zero-baseline test yields systematically smaller values, which 
can be attributed to the cancellation of common errors between two receivers. At the same 
time the test also confirms that the observed timing biases of –1µs and –3µs for L1 and L2 
phase measurements (Sect. 3.4) are identical for different receiver units (or must be attrib-
uted to the signal simulator).  

Table 4.1 Standard deviation of OEM4-G2 (2.101/RT2H) raw data obtained from zero-baseline test in a standard 
low Earth orbit scenario (C1/P2=pseudorange, L1/L2=carrier phase, D1/D2= range rate from Doppler). For pseu-
dorange measurements the accuracy of both unsmoothed and smoothed (100 s) values is given. 

Signal 
level 

# PRN Interval C1 L1 D1 P2 L2 D2 

Normal 1   2–28 [174000s,175800s] 0.23/0.03 m 0.69 mm 0.02 m/s 0.22/0.03 m 0.89 mm 0.02 m/s 
 2 14–29 [178100s,180000s] 0.25/0.05 m 0.73 mm 0.02 m/s 0.26/0.04 m 0.98 mm 0.02 m/s 
 3   3–15 [177400s,178900s] 0.29/0.02 m 0.80 mm 0.02 m/s 0.33/0.05 m 1.17 mm 0.02 m/s 
 4 21–28 [173800s,174700s] 0.28/0.03 m 0.83 mm 0.02 m/s 0.30/0.04 m 1.19 mm 0.02 m/s 
 5 13–22 [176500s,177700s] 0.27/0.03 m 0.77 mm 0.02 m/s 0.33/0.05 m 1.14 mm 0.02 m/s 
 6   6–17 [177100s,178000s] 0.31/0.05 m 0.87 mm 0.03 m/s 0.35/0.06 m 1.28 mm 0.03 m/s 

 
Further to the average values given above, the code and carrier tracking noise has been 
determined as a function of the carrier-to-noise ratio, C/N0, based on double differences of 
PRN 2 and PRN 28 between GPS time 173700 s and 175900 s. Both satellites have a com-
mon visibility period with near identical elevation and C/N0 values during this time frame. Re-
sults of this analysis are given in Figs. 4.2 to 4.4 for the individual data types. Each point in 
the diagram represents the average measurement noise over an interval of ±40 s plotted 
against the average C/N0 within this interval.  
At a representative C/N0 ratio of 45 dB-Hz a noise level of 0.3 m, 0.8 mm, and 1.5 cm/s is 
obtained for pseudorange, carrier phase and Doppler measurements on the L1 frequency. 
Almost identical accuracies (0.3 m, 1 mm/s, and 1.5 cm/s) are obtained for L2 tracking at the 
corresponding carrier-to-noise ratio of 39 dB-Hz. 
Following [6] and [7], the C/A code tracking noise of a delay-locked loop (DLL) with early-
minus-late correlator can be modeled in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio 

10/Hz][dBC/N
0

010S/N −= …, (4.1) 

the noise bandwidth B, the correlator spacing d (in [chips]), and the pre-integration interval T 
(in [s])using the relation  
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As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, the measured noise values can well be represented by the above 
equation for a bandwidth of B=0.7 Hz as well as assumed values of d=0.1 [chips], 
T=0.020 [s]. While (4.2) is not directly applicable for code-less P2 measurements, it can still 
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be applied for an empirical fit of the observed pseudorange noise. Using d=1.0 [chips] and 
T=0.001 [s], a reasonable agreement is obtained for an assumed bandwidth of 1.5 Hz. 
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Fig. 4.2 Noise of OEM4-G2 C/A and P2 code measurements as a function of carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0).  

For carrier phase tracking the, the measurement noise is given by the relation  
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[12], where λL1/L2 denotes the signal wavelength of 190.3 mm and 244.2 mm for L1 and L2, 
respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the measured noise values can well be represented a 
bandwidth of B=18 Hz for L1 tracking and B=6 Hz for L2 measurements.  
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Fig. 4.3 Noise of OEM4-G2 L1 and L2 carrier phase measurements as a function of carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N0).  
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Fig. 4.4 Noise of OEM4-G2 Doppler measurements on the L1 and L2 frequencies as a function of carrier-to-noise 
ratio (C/N0). Increased values between 45 and 48 db-Hz (D1) as well as 39 and 42 dB-Hz (D2) are caused by 
systematic Doppler errors during part of the employed data arc (cf. Fig. 3.6). The overall variation of the Doppler 
noise is indicated by the solid trend lines. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The NovAtel OEM4-G2 receiver is a geodetic grade dual-frequency receiver that has primar-
ily been designed for terrestrial and airborne GPS tracking. To assess its suitability for space 
applications, its tracking and acquisition performance has been assessed in a series of signal 
simulator tests for a low Earth orbit (LEO) scenario. Key results of these tests comprise the 
following findings: 

1. Other than expected prior to the test, no special aiding was required to assist an initial 
acquisition. Without any user intervention, a first satellite was usually acquired within a 
minute after booting the receiver and a 3D navigation solution was achieved in 2-12 min. 
Subject to the availability of an almanac the remaining of GPS satellites were typically 
acquired within a minute after the first position fix. 

2. In view of a tight control of the reference oscillator frequency, all measurement epochs 
can be considered to refer to GPS time without any further correction. Peak clock offsets 
are well below 100 ns, which is negligible even at orbital velocities of about 7.5 km/s.  

3. The carrier phase smoothing of pseudorange measurements employed inside the 
OEM4-G2 receiver does not exploit the full potential of dual frequency measurements 
and is sensitive to code-carrier divergence. In view of notable ionospheric path delay 
variations (~10 mm/s) the smoother time constant should not exceed a value of 10 s in a 
LEO application. The default smoothing interval of 100 s recommended for terrestrial 
usage results in unacceptable code measurement errors.  

4. At a representative C/N0 ratio of 45 dB-Hz a noise level of 0.3 m, 0.8 mm, and 1.5 cm/s 
is obtained for unsmoothed pseudorange, carrier phase and Doppler measurements on 
the L1 frequency. Almost identical accuracies (0.3 m, 1 mm/s, and 1.5 cm/s) are obtained 
for L2 tracking at the corresponding carrier-to-noise ratio of 39 dB-Hz under Anti-
Spoofing (i.e., P-code encryption). 

5. The L1 and L2 code measurements exhibit a latency of 1.0µs and 3.1µs (assuming 
proper synchronization of all signals in the STR4760 signal simulator).  

6. The carrier phase noise level and the absence of acceleration errors indicates the use of 
a wide band (ca. 15-20 Hz) 3rd order phase-locked loop for carrier tracking. The receiver 
should thus tolerate even much higher signal dynamics than encountered onboard a 
LEO satellite.  

7. A moderate correlation exists between the L1 and L2 phase measurements, which 
slightly reduces the noise level of the ionosphere-free linear combination compared to 
the value expected for uncorrelated measurements. 

8. The Doppler measurements exhibit systematic variations of about 5 cm/s that clearly ex-
ceed the short term measurement noise. Also, the measurements appear to be ahead of 
their time tag by 5 ms. Based on the observed noise level and the lack of an acceleration 
dependence it is suspected that the Doppler data are actually obtained by 2nd order finite 
differences of the carrier phase measurements. The extreme correlation of D2 and D1 
Doppler measurements furthermore shows that both data types are not independent but 
derived from a single, common source. 

9. The navigation solution is notably corrupted by the application of tropospheric range cor-
rections irrespective of the receiver’s altitude. For a circular low Earth orbit, this results in 
an average radial offset (–13 m) of the computed position and a much higher scatter 
than expected from the native measurement accuracy. The velocity solution for the LEO 
orbit exhibits a radial error of about –5 cm/s, which is most likely due to a systematic tim-
ing error of the Doppler measurements (ca. 5 ms). 

Overall, the tests demonstrate that high-precision dual-frequency tracking of low Earth orbit-
ing satellites using an OEM4-G2 receiver is feasible with even an unmodified, standard firm-
ware. Operation of the receiver at the higher than normal signal dynamics is made possible 
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by a safe cold start capability and robust tracking loop settings. Even though the receiver 
achieved a 3D navigation status without any user intervention in all tests, additional com-
mands for setting the approximate receiver velocity or for position-velocity aiding based on 
orbital elements would, however, be highly desirable to improve the time-to-first-fix (TTFF). 
The carrier phase smoothing of code measurements must be deactivated in view of in-
creased ionospheric delay rates experienced by a LEO GPS a receiver. Preferably, it should 
be replaced by a more refined, ionosphere-corrected dual-frequency algorithm. Timing errors 
of a few micro-seconds in the carrier phase data may have to be corrected (or accounted for) 
in high-precision differential navigation applications involving other receiver brands or mod-
els. 
For onboard usage of the navigation solution, it is furthermore desirable to deactivate the 
tropospheric range correction at orbital altitudes. While the Hopfield model may be more ac-
curate for terrestrial applications, a troposphere model properly accounting for the exponen-
tial altitude variation of the tropospheric density (see e.g. [13]) would certainly suit a wider 
application range (ground, airborne, space).  
Given the encouraging results of the signal simulator tests, environmental tests will next be 
conducted to assess the robustness of the OEM4-G2 board under the thermal, vacuum and 
radiation conditions encountered onboard a LEO spacecraft. Here, special focus has to be 
given to the radiation tolerance of the PXA250 processor that is considered as the most criti-
cal component in view of its 0.18µ manufacturing process.  
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Annex 

A.1 Receiver Almanac 

To prepare the receiver for a warm start, the GPS constellation almanac can be loaded prior 
to a simulation by sending a RAWALMA log (recorded in a previous simulation) to the re-
ceiver via e.g. Hyperterm. The receiver confirms the proper upload with a RAWALMR re-
sponse. For ease of reading, line breaks and blanks have been added in the subsequent 
listing. 
 
#RAWALMA,COM1,0,84.5,SATTIME,1139,173574.000,004c0000,9d2b,1250; 
1139,475136.000,41, 
13,8baaa93847b44d0ed6741241fd6500a10cf120dd02053aeca8e804ff0004, 
53,8baaa93849b175aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa9, 
14,8baaa9384a354e11a7740ec5fd6300a10d1720aee6ea6be124b713f00002, 
54,8baaa9384c3276aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8, 
15,8baaa9384cb44f419e74178ffd3b00a10cc3ce6e4d4824612a239f0d002f, 
57,8baaa9384eb079aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa9, 
 0,8baaa9384f3540aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa, 
55,8baaa9385130774d414445204259204753534c2e202020202020202020a9, 
17,8baaa93851b6516eb77418cafd3c00a10d07d0120681c031fb92312202c6, 
56,8baaa93853b2780a02fffe2a03fefb0000000000000074730d71010daaaa, 
18,8baaa93854355213be740cf3fd5200a10ce3f83c727559f5dd55fff60005, 
58,8baaa93856317aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8, 
59,8baaa93858b27baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaab, 
20,8baaa9385937541104740d64fd5000a10d74f61d1d56b84b9a2512f1ffeb, 
21,8baaa9385bb55592bf7417effd6100a10cb6f68fd99e476d9dcb46000015, 
60,8baaa9385db27caaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaab, 
22,8baaa9385e365678bf74f993fd4100a10c7b737eaf1d8bee83b18a340173, 
61,8baaa93860317daaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8, 
23,8baaa93860b7578108741a16fd6400a10ac2f84b19b64638b1dac7030002, 
62,8baaa93862b37eaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa9, 
24,8baaa9386336584dd97419edfd3d00a10c82cd42acbe5f3b0759a2000037, 
63,8baaa93865317f1111111111111111111111111111111180000000000feb, 
51,8baaa93865b773747300000000000000003f00003f000fc0000000aaaaab, 
 1,8baaa938683641298f740f80fd5f00a10d7321b71eb938490b1ca51a0035, 
25,8baaa9386a32594a6774fcedfd3000a10e0248cf01b1528824b4cf020010, 
 2,8baaa9386ab442b42174f9e4fd4400a0ff3572f240aeb14c95a807f2ffd6, 
26,8baaa9386cb35a6b7474115efd6300a10d9c210e620c47994eddd500ffeb, 
 3,8baaa9386d3643151374fb60fd3f00a10d199ede8915196e5b87f30a0037, 
27,8baaa9386f325b7e6474ffe0fd3400a10cb649c79c98ea62e96ee7000007, 
 4,8baaa9386fb4442e5b741354fd3300a10c0dcc8e4fee9bb6edb2733bff39, 
28,8baaa93871b15c2e32740b55fd5e00a10cf7763d339b05e6a6ff3efbffec, 
 5,8baaa9387235451ac874fbe8fd4600a10c0873ceb8142aafe3b8722a0005, 
 6,8baaa93874b4463756740049fd4100a10caca0bff1a4daa30f3e19ff001e, 
29,8baaa93876b05d45e4740f5bfd6400a10ee71fda09b3f97d4a9a0a50fff0, 
 7,8baaa938773547628f740170fd4700a10ddd9f8883af4ee75f09874a00ff, 
30,8baaa93879305e3124740090fd4f00a10c9c7539e736b96fa9a1c01200a9, 
 8,8baaa93879b64843b8740aa4fd4400a10d2f4cc8f153fa4d1a3846510082, 
31,8baaa9387bb25f5583740114fd4500a10d2e9f8746234ed136a52609003b, 
 9,8baaa9387c3549665b74019ffd3600a10d0d4a90f41fb68703a1f0fe0003, 
10,8baaa9387eb74a2535741829fd5d00a10d1df651e402d666932b9501001b, 
11,8baaa93881354b07ae74f144fd0700a10d16c94bd2aa2df4787f9f000014 
*fe694d03 
 
#RAWALMR,COM1,0,127.5,SATTIME,1139,173574.000,004c0000,ffff,1250;OK*944d1a26 
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A.2 Default Receiver Configuration 

Unless stated otherwise in the individual test description, the receiver has been operated 
with factory settings that are compiled in the subsequent output of the RXCONFIG com-
mand. Relevant parameters have been highlighted for improved readability.  
 
> log rxconfiga 
 
#RXSTATUSA,COM1,0,83.5,UNKNOWN,0,340.648,004c0020,b8d0,1180;00000000,4,004c0020, 
00000000,00000000,00000000,00000086,00000008,00000000,00000000,00000000,00000000 
,00000000,00000000,00000000,00000000,00000000,00000000*c9452333 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,67,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.711,004c0020,1917,1180;#ADJUST1PPSA,COM1,67, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.711,004c0020,1917,1180;OFF,ONCE,0*51b7bb65*9e169675 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,66,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.717,004c0020,1917,1180;#ANTENNAPOWERA,COM1,6 
6,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.717,004c0020,1917,1180;ON*195f39e8*2db1db8f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,65,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.727,004c0020,1917,1180;#CLOCKADJUSTA,COM1,65 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.727,004c0020,1917,1180;ENABLE*000e2f2b*e3b0e003 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,64,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.731,004c0020,1917,1180;#CLOCKOFFSETA,COM1,64 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.731,004c0020,1917,1180;0*ac537fe9*74187b4b 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,63,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,9.564,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMA,COM1,63,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,9.564,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1,57600,N,8,1,CTS,OFF,ON*44d23913*00e21c76 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,62,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.741,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMA,COM1,62,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.741,004c0020,1917,1180;COM2,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON*3dc32ad5*55abf136 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,61,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.745,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMA,COM1,61,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.745,004c0020,1917,1180;COM3,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON*9be8f599*7eb3db53 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,60,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.757,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMCONTROLA,COM1,60, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.757,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1,RTS,DEFAULT*f8958a88*af227366 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,59,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.765,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMCONTROLA,COM1,59, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.765,004c0020,1917,1180;COM2,RTS,DEFAULT*189eb985*ef8afac3 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,58,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.773,004c0020,1917,1180;#COMCONTROLA,COM1,58, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.773,004c0020,1917,1180;COM3,RTS,DEFAULT*b685ecb1*bed0504d 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,57,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.777,004c0020,1917,1180;#CSMOOTHA,COM1,57,82. 
5,UNKNOWN,0,5.777,004c0020,1917,1180;100,100*7fd9dfb1*6c4c003d 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,56,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.782,004c0020,1917,1180;#DATUMA,COM1,56,82.5, 
UNKNOWN,0,5.782,004c0020,1917,1180;WGS84*1058840c*9c29ef39 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,55,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.792,004c0020,1917,1180;#DGPSEPHEMDELAYA,COM1 
,55,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.792,004c0020,1917,1180;120*28edfa79*88ab21a6 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,54,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.794,004c0020,1917,1180;#DGPSTIMEOUTA,COM1,54 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.794,004c0020,1917,1180;300*7aed7d5e*a9f98cdf 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,53,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.800,004c0020,1917,1180;#DGPSTXIDA,COM1,53,82 
.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.800,004c0020,1917,1180;AUTO,"ANY"*f39014a9*8a37bf47 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,52,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.805,004c0020,1917,1180;#DYNAMICSA,COM1,52,82 
.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.805,004c0020,1917,1180;AIR*1b056e6b*018d5a45 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,51,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.810,004c0020,1917,1180;#ECUTOFFA,COM1,51,82. 
5,UNKNOWN,0,5.810,004c0020,1917,1180;5.0*4a22d92a*5a38531e 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,50,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.822,004c0020,1917,1180;#EXTERNALCLOCKA,COM1, 
50,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.822,004c0020,1917,1180;DISABLE,5MHZ,1.000000000e-21,1.000000 
000e-20,1.000000000e-20*19ba1225*93a9b5d5 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,49,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.842,004c0020,1917,1180;#FIXA,COM1,49,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.842,004c0020,1917,1180;NONE,-10000.00000000000,-10000.00000000000,-100 
00.0000*5c2aaead*80f64c87 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,48,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.849,004c0020,1917,1180;#FREQUENCYOUTA,COM1,4 
8,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.849,004c0020,1917,1180;DISABLE,0,0*ec630c94*b40d75db 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,47,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,9.025,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
47,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,9.025,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*ee8d6243*5b95 
e2cf 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,46,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.858,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
46,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.858,004c0020,1917,1180;COM2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*9de1b779*9ee8 
e135 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,45,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.863,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
45,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.863,004c0020,1917,1180;COM3,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*694a8e36*66c3 
a148 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,44,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.868,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
44,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.868,004c0020,1917,1180;XCOM1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*275294d8*261 
f5b9f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,43,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.875,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
43,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.875,004c0020,1917,1180;XCOM2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*8d64d585*297 
844d5 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,42,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.881,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
42,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.881,004c0020,1917,1180;USB1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*4c69109a*c052 
4c5e 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,41,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.886,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
41,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.886,004c0020,1917,1180;USB2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*6f570515*029e 
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9428 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,40,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.893,004c0020,1917,1180;#INTERFACEMODEA,COM1, 
40,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.893,004c0020,1917,1180;USB3,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON*abc49d13*bc65 
19a2 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,39,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.904,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,39,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.904,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*c548edee*11d0b72f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,38,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.915,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,38,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.915,004c0020,1917,1180;COM2,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*95e7e013*3a56cef2 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,37,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.925,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,37,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.925,004c0020,1917,1180;COM3,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*6ca0aca0*b59d6a2b 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,36,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.935,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,36,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.935,004c0020,1917,1180;USB1,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*e4fd9f2f*e04f5a67 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,35,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.947,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,35,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.947,004c0020,1917,1180;USB2,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*0176ef93*28d1c27b 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,34,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.961,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,34,82.5,UN 
KNOWN,0,5.961,004c0020,1917,1180;USB3,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOL 
D*60a783bd*000914e7 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,33,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.965,004c0020,1917,1180;#MAGVARA,COM1,33,82.5 
,UNKNOWN,0,5.965,004c0020,1917,1180;CORRECTION,0.000000000,0.000000000*6aaef4fd* 
7285d4f7 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,32,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.973,004c0020,1917,1180;#MARKCONTROLA,COM1,32 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.973,004c0020,1917,1180;MARK1,ENABLE,NEGATIVE,0,0*e1c4f1b5*98ad 
76a2 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,31,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.980,004c0020,1917,1180;#MARKCONTROLA,COM1,31 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.980,004c0020,1917,1180;MARK2,ENABLE,NEGATIVE,0,0*6e07949a*2ac3 
8cf2 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,30,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.988,004c0020,1917,1180;#PASSTOPASSMODEA,COM1 
,30,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.988,004c0020,1917,1180;DISABLE,OFF,OFF,DEFAULT,1.000000000* 
eb2ec380*3e3ea211 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,29,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.993,004c0020,1917,1180;#POSAVEA,COM1,29,82.5 
,UNKNOWN,0,5.993,004c0020,1917,1180;OFF,0.00,0.0,0.0*e4138641*deb5112e 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,28,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.997,004c0020,1917,1180;#POSTIMEOUTA,COM1,28, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,5.997,004c0020,1917,1180;600*8dc48954*2cb195b6 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,27,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.014,004c0020,1917,1180;#PPSCONTROLA,COM1,27, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.014,004c0020,1917,1180;ENABLE,NEGATIVE,1.000000000,0*ed781d08*2 
19d5b62 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,26,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.022,004c0020,1917,1180;#PSRDIFFSOURCEA,COM1, 
26,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.022,004c0020,1917,1180;AUTO,"ANY"*479df7fd*6ed95e5e 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,25,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.030,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKCOMMANDA,COM1,25, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.030,004c0020,1917,1180;USE_DEFAULTS*9bd4904f*9574a127 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,24,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKSOLUTIONA,COM1,24 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;AUTO*7f8df2ec*cb861ad0 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,23,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKBASELINEA,COM1,23 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;UNKNOWN,0.0000000000000000,0.0000000000 
000000,0.0000000000000000,0.000000000*73826024*4490c9a4 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,22,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKDYNAMICSA,COM1,22 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;DYNAMIC*35b52c1f*a09b204f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,21,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKELEVMASKA,COM1,21 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;AUTO,0.000000000*207373a1*518ee447 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,20,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKSVENTRIESA,COM1,2 
0,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.037,004c0020,1917,1180;12*7f78fa03*436d2fb6 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,19,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.039,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKIFTHRESHA,COM1,19 
,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.039,004c0020,1917,1180;7000.000000000*5ca1227c*2b71f61f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,18,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.044,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKFIXRATEA,COM1,18, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.044,004c0020,1917,1180;1.250000000*397d2be9*9f2c3fe0 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,17,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.052,004c0020,1917,1180;#RTKSOURCEA,COM1,17,8 
2.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.052,004c0020,1917,1180;AUTO,"ANY"*d6bc8f16*6bc56610 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,16,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.056,004c0020,1917,1180;#SETNAVA,COM1,16,82.5 
,UNKNOWN,0,6.056,004c0020,1917,1180;90.000000000,0.000000000,90.000000000,0.0000 
00000,0.000000000,"from","to"*2571bee3*61bd1d7d 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,15,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.110,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
5,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.110,004c0020,1917,1180;PRIORITY,STATUS,0*609e27bb*cc35571b 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,14,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.123,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
4,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.123,004c0020,1917,1180;PRIORITY,AUX1,8*6a453b55*8cf1b29b 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,13,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.131,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
3,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.131,004c0020,1917,1180;PRIORITY,AUX2,0*5cec8a76*21f8773e 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,12,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.139,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
2,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.139,004c0020,1917,1180;SET,STATUS,0*8c6844bb*bc4155f8 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,11,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.146,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
1,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.146,004c0020,1917,1180;SET,AUX1,0*3191ac68*b1e6657c 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,10,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.156,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,1 
0,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.156,004c0020,1917,1180;SET,AUX2,0*abc1eb96*6db1b0c2 
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#RXCONFIGA,COM1,9,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.164,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,9, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.164,004c0020,1917,1180;CLEAR,STATUS,0*701d1e4e*2d2f9e85 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,8,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.173,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,8, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.173,004c0020,1917,1180;CLEAR,AUX1,0*17dda2b8*58e058e2 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,7,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.180,004c0020,1917,1180;#STATUSCONFIGA,COM1,7, 
82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.180,004c0020,1917,1180;CLEAR,AUX2,0*47358435*30c34b57 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,6,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.188,004c0020,1917,1180;#USERDATUMA,COM1,6,82. 
5,UNKNOWN,0,6.188,004c0020,1917,1180;6378137.000,298.25722356280,0.0000,0.0000,0 
.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.000000000*ce60e816*820f1677 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,5,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.195,004c0020,1917,1180;#UNDULATIONA,COM1,5,82 
.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.195,004c0020,1917,1180;TABLE,0.000000000*ec6f6f18*25c01a7a 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,4,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.203,004c0020,1917,1180;#HEIGHTMODELA,COM1,4,8 
2.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.203,004c0020,1917,1180;DISABLE,0.000000000,1.000000000*df2ef7ac* 
5dee93ee 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,3,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.218,004c0020,1917,1180;#WAASCORRECTIONA,COM1, 
3,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.218,004c0020,1917,1180;DISABLE,0,NONE*9441ca12*3d9d429f 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,2,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.223,004c0020,1917,1180;#WAASECUTOFFA,COM1,2,8 
2.5,UNKNOWN,0,6.223,004c0020,1917,1180;-5.000000000*a16365a9*278624ee 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,1,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,10.133,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,1,82.5,UNK 
NOWN,0,10.133,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1_1,GPSOL_CTSB,ONTIME,1.000000,0.000000,NOHO 
LD*4cdac01c*f9382484 
#RXCONFIGA,COM1,0,82.5,UNKNOWN,0,10.295,004c0020,1917,1180;#LOGA,COM1,0,82.5,UNK 
NOWN,0,10.295,004c0020,1917,1180;COM1_2,GPSOL_POSB,ONTIME,1.000000,0.000000,NOHO 
LD*84455f2c*eb4e9314 
 
 


